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Blind Stapling Head E for 4000 Coiled Staples TOP E  
 
Complete pneumatic blind stapling unit with automatic 
feed travel for stationary applications in stapling devices 
and special purpose machines. 
 
Blind Stapling Heads E are especially suited for the 
automatic closure of filled folding boxes.  
Blind stapling means that the staple is automatically 
clinched within the under board without penetrating 
completely through. 

 

                       Box bottom and top stapling of filled cartons 

A 1-2   
Automatic Stapling Machine SHM E 24-60/4 
 with 2 heads for bottom  and 2 for top stapling 

Simultaneous stapling of bottoms and lids of 
filled folding boxes made from corrugated 
cardboard in differing sizes. 
 
 
                         
                      Top stapling of cartons with overlapping flaps 
 
A 1-2 Stapling Automat E 24-60/2 TN with 2 Heads 
 
Folding boxes with the same size and with 
overlapping flaps which have already been 
bottom-stapled and filled will be centred on 
a conveyor belt and fed into the folding station.  
The top flaps still being open will be folded 
automatically. 
After folding the box will be conveyed into the 
stapling station where 2 stapling heads E 24 
apply 2 – 4 staples according to the box size.  
Capacity up to 8 boxes / minute. 
 
                    
                   Top closure of telescopic-type boxes  
 
A 1-2 Stapling Automat SHM E 24-60/4SX 
 
The boxes are introduced one after the other into 
the stapling device. The size of the boxes are 
automatically detected. The motorized roller 
conveyor stops the box at the stapling position. 
A lifting device elevates the box into the stapling 
position of the stapling heads and the 
4 x stapling is released. 

The staples are positioned concentric at all four 
sides of the box. Capacity 6 - 7 boxes / minute. 
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